October's Samplers of the Month

This tiny, tiny sampler (62s x 51h) seems just the right size for a Sampler-of-the-Month project at this busy time of year.
Tracy/Hands to Work 's charming and whimsical design, "Forbeare Not Sowing" has been in my overflowing to-do basket since it was
first published ~ and several months ago Sandy brought hers in STITCHED and put it in a hand-grained frame that she had from
CathyCampbell/Primitive Traditions. Cathy had a bit of this moulding stock remaining from her previous life and we were able to get
some frames made for this design to accommodate both 40c and a very few in 36c. I just love Tracy's birds, and this one is REALLY
special.
Sandy stitched her piece on Lakeside's 40c hand-dyed linen with six colors of Belle Soie . As is typical, the photograph just doesn't do
it justice. It's a beauty! And finishable in no time. During the month of October you may save 15% on your purchase of the following:
chart and linen ($15) + silks ($39) AND/OR + frame ($38).
Please specify the linen count when ordering. If your choice is 32c, we do not have this frame style to fit it, but will be happy to
suggest another moulding.

October's Attic Addict Discounts

If you're a member of our Attic Addict club, you may purchase the following items during October at a 15% discount:

Happy Haunting set of threadwinders ($48) from Liberty Hill

Hand-dyed linens from Colorscapes, Weeks, Thread Gatherer's 32c Limited Editions , and Zweigart's hand-dyed linens (we
have many lovely new colors in that I will try to get a scan of to show our away AA members in a forthcoming eNewsletter)
Designs from Tracy/Hands to Work

What's New in the Shop

Yesterday we picked up our order for this new Witney
catalogue, Friends. A Common Thread ~ Samplers with a Quaker Influence, and it may be their best ever! This 72-page
publication, authored by Carol Humphrey, is almost twice the size of their usual catalogues, and the samplers, pinballs, and globe
samplers included are exquisitely photographed, and the information and historical perspective compelling, especially to someone whose
family has Quaker roots in England and then in the New World, as it is referenced here. There's much of interest in the 72 pages,
including a pinball attributed to President Jefferson's daughter Mary. This book will find a welcome place in any needlewoman's library.
($48 - ND)

The UPS man brought another treat this week: Darlene/The Needle's Prayse's "Celtic Sampler- Wallace" ($37). The sampler is
charted for Needlepoint, Inc. silk and several metallic threads and says it is stitched on 40c New Castle, no color given. So the choice is
yours. But really, it shouldn't matter much because only a small portion shows between the frame and the needlework. The finished size
of Parts 1 and 2 together on 40c is 8 x 13.6. Part 2 (Robertson) will be available in approximately February. It is a 34-page chart that
has a number of specialty stitches, all beautifully diagrammed. The stitches are: background, tent, rice, Roman, braid, queen, halfqueen, back stitch and double back stitch, Irish, knot, reversible, brick, two variations of spiral web, diagonal double back, detailed
information regarding the double running (maybe I can learn to like this one), Ceylon, and couching. If you're not comfortable on 40c,
this would do well on 36c as well. On 32c you may find it necessary to use 2 ply of the NPI silks.

Also new from Darlene/The Needle's Prayse, two smaller charts "The Acorn & Berry Motif" and "The Berry Motif," (each $12. At
approximately 70 x 70 stitches, these would make exquisite ornaments or box-top covers or ????

For the scissors collectors among us (don't everyone stand up at once
or you'll rock the boat), the beautiful new Roberta in Gingher's Designer Series ($35).

Several wonderful accessory items from Sajou that have been here for a while but never found their way into an earlier newsletter:
The Little Monsters are back! These scissors got their name because of the disproportion between the handles and the blades.
According to the House of Sajou, in the past these scissors were used as part of miniature sewing sets, and so the blades needed
to be short. Made entirely in France, these scissors are hot forged and involve at least twenty manual operations in their
production. The scissors have pairing marks on the blades, the sign of a high-quality product., and the handles of these Little
Monsters are delicated gilded and each handle engraved with the Sajou signature <S>. Each pair is presented in a pink floral
motif box with the Sajou ribbon on its handle.($70)
The round bobbin box is made from a single piece of wood in the spirit of vintage models, perfect for storing the miniature
thread bobbins. A tiny hole is moulded onto each compartment for passing through the thread. The lid has a Sajou marking on
the outside and a Sajou sticker on the inside. It comes with the perfect-sized miniature thread holders, i.e., spools. The
diameter of the box is 3.5 inches and a bit over 1 1/2 inches high. ($94 complete with six spools)

Just in time for the gift-giving Season of Love, these exquisite vintage-style sewing sets contain three of Sajou's flagship
products, scissors, thimble, and threadwinder, either in mother of pearl or tortoiseshell, presented in satin-and-velvet-lined
boxes stamped with "Sajou" in matt silver on the inside top lid. ($200 for each set - ND)
And now on to the whimsical:

From Woolen Thread Designs, in their "Sneak Peek" series, lift the wool applique and discover a "hidden" message: "Don't Make Me!"
and "Oh Holy Night" (each $10) also use JABCO buttons that are available.

From CherryWood Design Studios, in their words, "fun, funky, fresh" designs: "3 Black Cats" ($17.25 w/buttons) and "Smell My Feet"
($4).

From Notforgotten Farm , "Witch's Hill" ($8) and "Eliza Phelp Sampler" ($8).

From primitivebettys , "My Favorite Kitten Pinkeep" ($10).

Shepherd's Bush 's :Scatter Pumpkins" ($17.25 w/buttons) and "Scatter Christmas" ($12 w/buttons) ~

~ and "Anna's Stocking" ($6) ~ and "Wanda Witch Kit" ($14).

More from the St. Charles Market: From Raise the Roof Designs, a lovely new reproduction sampler, "Anne Harrison" stitched in
Needlepoint, Inc. silk ($25) ~ and a pinkeep & scissors fob set ($9), "For Ann," designed from motifs taken from Anne Harrison's
sampler. "Halloween" Silhouette" is a limited-edition kit on several "Halloween" 32-count linen colors (Whimsey, a pale lavender ~ Flash,
a pale orange ~ or Kermit (limey green). Kit includes linen, WDW floss + buttons and chart , $24.

"Franken-Ort" ($24) is a kit that includes the pattern, Weeks floss, and 32c Lime Zest linen from Lakeside , AND the ort container!
"Frank-n-Stein" is another limited edition kit that includes the evenweave fabric, Weeks hand-dyed floss, and the new stein button
from JABCO. And, lastly, another limited edition kit, "Needlework Accessories for Dummies," ($26) that includes perforated paper,
black linen, JABCO buttons, and a "magnet" magnet.
There's much more to show you, as always, more than there's time for ~ or space available in this document ~ but two more quick things
before closing:

Margaret's very beautiful rendition of our July Sampler of the Month, "Charlotte Clayton Sampler." Margaret stitched hers with NPI
silks on 40c linen, and e-mailed me her photo this morning. In her e-mail she said "I love it so much! I think it was my favorite sampler
to stitch so far! Thanks for offering it as a SOTM! " That's saying a lot from someone who has stitched some exquisite samplers.
Thank you, Margaret, for sharing your beautiful work with everyone out there in e-mail land!

And here's my "New England St. Nick" ~ I have a HUGE appreciation for what designers go through in trying to photograph and replicate
the colors for all of us in their publications. I'm stitching on 40c Swamp ~ because I'm a lazy stitcher and didn't want to use 2-ply on
black Belfast, so I looked and looked for a fabric that would work with the yellow greens in the design, which I LOVE! In a floss toss
the Needlepoint, Inc. silks looked awesome on the linen, and I'm very pleased with how it's turning out. Unfortunately, the colors in the
linen and the silk are very difficult to replicate in a photograph so it looks quite different than what's showing above. Perhaps I'll try
scanning it next time, when I have more done, and see if that doesn't come closer to what it looks like in person than the photograph
does.
Until next time, may your stitches be the only thing in your life that is cross.

Jean Lea
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